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1. The Muller Thurgau is the most widely planted grape variety in England, name two others. 

2. In Germany where would you find each of the following Bereich 

Kreuznach 

Nierstein 

Bodensee 

Bacharach 

Pfarrgarten 

Kocher-Jagst-Tauber 

Ortenau 

 

3. In the middle ages English monasteries successfully cultivated wide spread vineyards. Which 

important historical event marked the quasi disappearence of these vines. 

4. What is the legal minimum period allowed between the grape harvest and the release of 

Bardolino Novello (decree 17 Nov 1987). 

5. In the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg, 7 wine growing regions are associated with the aim of 

selecting and promoting the best wines of the Luxembourg Moselle region, their variety, their 

image on a domestic international level. 

  What grape traditions have the right to be marked under the name “Domain et 

Tradition”. 

  What is the permitted yield per hectare for the 7 domaines. 

6. What gives beer its bitterness. 

7. What do these names correspond to in Switzerland. 

  Perlan 

  Dorin 

  Fendant 

  Goron 

  Mandement 

8. What is a Cosecha? 

9. What is the most characteristic flavouring for Aalborg Taffel Akavit? 

10. What is the most characteristic flavouring for Aalborg Jubilaeums Akavit? 



11. Give the legal European definition of wine. 

12. In the Champagne region what do the following definitions mean : RC and SR 

13. Give the official basic indicative price of one kilo of grapes in the champagne region for a 

100% growth for the 90 harvest. 

14. What are the terms which define the sectors of production of a wine growing region in 

Germany. 

15. European Union legislation classifies sparkling wines into different categories. What are 

they? 

16. What does the letter ‘e’ in small type signify on wine labels? 

17. Which Hungarian wine is obtained without pressing? 

18. What are the white grape varieties in Marsala? 

19. What amount of sugar should a must (at 20oC) contain to obtain a wine with a level of 12% 

alcohol? 

20. Give the viticultural region for each of the following producers. 

Egon Müller 

Langwerth von Simmern 

Graf Adelmann 

Dr Basserman-Jordan 

K.H. Johner 

21. In which Swiss “cantons” are the following vineyards to be found? 

Arenenberg 

Munot 

Porta Romana 

Yvorne 

Sottoceneri 

22. Which famous person introduced the cocoa bean into Europe? At what period? Which 

civilisations introduced it to him? 

23. Place the following regions in their correct country. 

Paarl 

Rapel 

Vallée de Kofu 

Gouldburn Valley 



Mendoza 

Mendocino 

Marlborough 

Shandong 

Médéa 

Willamette Valley 

Rio Grande do Sul 

Guadelupe Valley 

Caneclones 

Casablanca 

Hawkes Bay 

Limassol 

Plaine de la Bekaa 

Skalica 

Crimée (Crimea) 

Marmara 

24. The pharmacist brought considerable improvements to wine-making in a French vineyard. 

Name the vineyards. 

25. In which regions in Greece are the following wines produced 

Naoussa 

Rapsani 

Sitia 

Samos 

26. Name Product Country 

 Murfatlar 

 Yarden 

 Kalhua 

 Cohiba 

 Cynar 

 La Maudite 

 Underberg 

 Manzanilla 

 Steen 

 Villa Gonzales 



 Commandaria 

 Arabica 

 Midori 

 Kumeu River 

 Heineken 

 Melnik 

 Gammel Dansk 

 Koff 

 Zywiec 

 Stolichnaya 


